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Description

Technical Field

[0001] This disclosure relates generally to phase
change ink printers, the ink sticks used in such ink print-
ers, and the devices and methods used to provide ink to
such printers.

Background

[0002] Solid ink or phase change ink printers conven-
tionally receive ink in a solid form, either as pellets or as
ink sticks. The solid ink pellets or ink sticks are typically
placed in an "ink loader" that is adjacent to a feed chute
or channel. A feed mechanism moves the solid ink sticks
from the ink loader into the feed chute and channel and
then urges the ink sticks through the feed channel to a
heater assembly where the ink is melted. In some solid
ink printers, gravity pulls solid ink sticks through the feed
channel to the heater assembly. Typically, a heater plate
("melt plate") in the heater assembly melts the solid ink
impinging on it into a liquid that is delivered to a print
head for jetting onto a recording medium. U.S. Pat. No.
5,734,402 for a Solid Ink Feed System, issued Mar. 31,
1998 to Rousseau et al.; and U.S. Pat. No. 5,861,903 for
an Ink Feed System, issued Jan. 19, 1999 to Crawford
et al., describe exemplary systems for using solid ink
sticks ("phase change ink sticks") in a phase change ink
printer.
[0003] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a prior art phase
change ink printer 110 having a solid ink feed system as
described in the Crawford patent noted above. Printer
110 includes an outer housing having a top surface 112
and side surfaces 114. A user interface display, such as
a front panel display screen 116, displays information
concerning the status of the printer, and user instructions.
Buttons 118 or other control actuators for controlling op-
eration of the printer are adjacent the user interface win-
dow, or may be at other locations on the printer. An ink
jet printing mechanism (not shown) is contained inside
the housing. Such a printing mechanism is described in
U.S. Pat. No. 5,805,191, entitled Surface Application
System, to Jones et al, and U.S. Pat. No. 5,455,604, en-
titled Ink Jet Printer Architecture and Method, to Adams
et al. The top surface of the housing includes a hinged
ink access cover 120 that opens (see FIG. 2) to provide
the user access to an ink feed system contained under
the top surface of the printer housing that delivers ink to
the printing mechanism.
[0004] FIG. 2 is a partial top perspective view of the
prior art phase change ink printer 110 with its ink access
cover 120 open. As at least partially discernable in FIG.
2, the ink access cover 120 is attached to an ink load link
122 so that when the ink access cover 120 is raised, the
ink load link 122 slides and pivots to an ink load position.
The interaction of the ink access cover 120 and the ink
load link 122 is described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,861,903 for

an Ink Feed System, which was noted above. Opening
the ink access cover 120 reveals an insertion key plate
126 having keyed openings 124A-D. Each keyed open-
ing 124A, 124B, 124C, 124D provides access to a feed
key plate having respective keyed openings positioned
at the insertion end(s) of respective individual feed chan-
nels 129A, 129B, 129C, 129D of the solid ink feed sys-
tem. The prior art phase change ink printer 110 is con-
figured to receive ink sticks inserted through the respec-
tive keyed openings 124A, 124B, 124C, 124D (as indi-
cated generally by respective insertion direction arrows
131 A, 131B, 131C, and 131 D). A push block is coupled
to the ink load link and is spring-biased to advance or
feed the ink sticks through the respective feed channels
129A, 129B, 129C, 129D.
[0005] Ink loaders typically hold many ink sticks at once
and each individual ink stick typically must travel several
times its length to reach the melt plate. The wax-like com-
ponents from which phase change ink sticks are typically
made are typically designed to bond to media of many
different types, and, accordingly, they may become
slightly sticky in some environmental conditions. Conse-
quently, some phase change ink printers occasionally
encounter intermittent sticking and slipping of ink sticks
in the ink loaders as the ink sticks are pushed through
the ink loaders. Feed channel length and complexity of
the feed path may also contribute to the intermittent stick-
ing of ink sticks in the feed channel.
[0006] The cover and ink loader link configuration of
the prior art printer requires the printer to have a rear
loader for solid ink sticks and an ink melter at the front
end of the printer. This configuration is compatible with
print heads that are located below the front of the drip
ink loaders. Open reservoirs into which melted ink drips
are not necessary in systems that deliver melted ink from
an ink melter to a print head through a conduit, such as
the melting chambers shown in commonly assigned, co-
pending U.S. patent application US7581827, which is en-
titled "System And Method For Melting Solid Ink Sticks
In A Phase Change Ink Printer" and which was filed on
April 26, 2006. These types of melting chambers enable
the ink loader to be positioned in other locations to opti-
mize the printer architecture. This flexibility would also
enable a phase change ink printer to incorporate a scan-
ner more easily so it could operate as a multi-function
printer.
[0007] As emerging technologies reduce the time for
generating solid ink images, faster solid ink delivery sys-
tems need to be developed. Increased feed speed, how-
ever, may increase the risk of intermittent sticking. Solid
ink delivery systems that reduce the risk of intermittent
sticking while enabling reduced liquid ink production
times are desirable.
[0008] US 5,975,690 describes solid ink stick supply
system. A solid ink stick supply system and related meth-
od for delivering solid ink sticks to an ink jet print head
reservoir is disclosed. The supply system includes a
housing with a keyed plate that guides the ink sticks into
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the proper loading position in a supply channel. A pusher
rod in the supply channel transfers an ink stick onto an
endless belt for delivery to the print head reservoir. A
push device on the endless belt engages and delivers
the ink stick to the print head reservoir. A second ink stick
is transferred from the supply channel to the endless belt
and is retained on the belt by a stop device. A method
for efficiently loading ink sticks into the supply system is
also provided.
[0009] EP 1 359 020 A1 describes solid ink stick with
identifiable shape. An ink stick for use in a solid ink feed
system of a phase change ink jet printer includes a three
dimensional ink stick body that has a top, a bottom, and
a perimeter. At least a portion of the perimeter forms the
shape of a visually recognizable symbol, such as an al-
phanumeric character.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] It is the object of the present invention to im-
prove a solid ink delivery system. This object is achieved
by providing a solid ink delivery system according to claim
1 and a solid ink stick according to claim 10. Embodi-
ments of the invention are set forth in the dependent
claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a prior art phase
change ink printer.

FIG. 2 is a partial top perspective view of the phase
change ink printer of FIG. 1 with its ink access cover
open.

FIG. 3 is a perspective view of an exemplary ink de-
livery system having a solid ink stick loader mecha-
nism and a solid ink stick feed mechanism.

FIG. 4 is a view of an exemplary arrangement of
gears that may be used to drive the ink delivery sys-
tem of FIG. 3.

FIG. 5 is a front view of an ink stick configured with
drive engagement structures for interaction with the
ink delivery system of FIG. 3.

FIG. 6 is a perspective side view of the ink stick
shown in FIG. 5.

FIG. 7 is a depiction of an alternative embodiment
of an ink stick configured with drive engagement
structures.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0012] Like reference numerals refer to like parts
throughout the following description and the accompa-
nying drawings.
[0013] FIG. 3 is a prospective view of a solid ink stick
delivery system 200. The system 200 includes solid ink
stick loader mechanism and a solid ink stick feeder mech-
anism 218 and a solid ink stick 228. The solid ink stick
loader mechanism includes a plurality of pulleys 224 that
are driven to rotate a moving belt 220. In the embodiment
shown in FIG. 3, the solid ink stick loader mechanism
includes two pluralities of pulleys 224 and a pair of round
moving belts 220. Each set of pulleys and a moving belt
are separated by a distance that corresponds to the width
between drive engagement structures of an ink stick,
such as solid ink stick 228, shown in the figure. The pul-
leys 224, as shown in the figure, include posts 230 that
extend vertically upward from the pulleys 228. In one
embodiment, ethylene-propylene was used for round belt
material, but other materials, such as polyurethane, may
be used.
[0014] In another embodiment, the solid ink stick load-
er mechanism may be a relatively flat belt that is located
proximate the drive engagement structures of a solid ink
stick, such as solid ink stick 228, shown in the figure. The
pulleys that drive such a belt may be vertically oriented,
rather than horizontally oriented, as shown in the figure.
This belt/pulley configuration may be located in the center
of the travel path so one or more ink sticks may be sup-
ported with a single belt, although a pair of such flat belts
may be separated by the width of the ink sticks to provide
support. In yet another embodiment, a looped elastomer-
ic tube may be used as a support belt that is located near
the center of the ink stick travel path, although channel
walls may be required to help maintain proper vertical
orientation of the ink sticks in the loader mechanism.
[0015] The pulleys and moving belts form a simple con-
veyor that move solid ink sticks from an insertion end 234
to the ink stick feeder mechanism 218. In one embodi-
ment, the pulleys 224 driving the loader belts 220 are
driven a faster rate than the belts of the ink stick feeder
mechanism, described in more detail below. As a con-
sequence, ink sticks inserted at the insertion end of the
ink stick loader mechanism are quickly moved forward
until they contact the sticks ahead. When another ink
stick is encountered in the ink stick loader or feeder mech-
anisms, the moving belts 220 continue to move as they
slip along with stationary or slow moving sticks on top of
them. This forward motion with ink stick slip enables ink
sticks to be loaded into the loader mechanism regardless
of the number of sticks that are already present in the
loader and feeder mechanism. Each stick is moved for-
ward so that it contacts the stick ahead of it. The load
and feed sections of the ink loader assembly described
herein can be essentially separate devices or they may
be integrated together into a single unit having a separate
or common drive.
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[0016] The insertion end of the loader mechanism may
be covered with an access cover. When the access cover
is lifted to insert more sticks, a switch state may change
and generate a drive signal. The drive signal may be
used to activate the motor driving the moving belts in the
loader mechanism. Alternatively, the loader may be ac-
tuated by inserting a stick into the loader opening where
the stick actuates a switch or causes a sensor to generate
a drive actuation signal. The loader opening is optimally
an insertion opening or key plate having keys that help
ensure only sticks of a particular configuration are admit-
ted to the loader. Additionally, the motor driving the mov-
ing belts may be actuated in response to a signal gener-
ated by the image generating device that indicates ink is
required for operation of the device.
[0017] The ink stick feeder mechanism 218 of FIG. 3
includes an upper moving belt 240 and a lower moving
belt 248 that form a gripper for ink sticks. As used herein,
gripper refers to structure in the loader/feeder that suffi-
ciently engages an ink stick so it directs the ink stick in
a particular direction. The belts that form an ink stick grip-
per may be separated by a distance that corresponds to
the height of an ink stick. The height tolerance between
the upper and lower belt may be relatively tight so the
belts clamp or grip an ink stick between them. In one
embodiment, the drive members or belts are biased to-
wards the ink sticks they direct for the purpose of feeding
the sticks into an ink melter. In one embodiment having
biased members or belts, the interaction of the belts with
pulleys or other supports that guide the belts may be
used to urge the belts towards the ink sticks. For example,
a gripping or clamping force may be generated in a lo-
calized area by compressing a belt at one or more pul-
leys. This force may be extended to other portions of the
belt by the interaction of the belt with a guide or other
support in an area between pulleys. The guide or other
support may be urged against the belt by a biasing force,
such as a spring, to enhance the gripping action of the
belt on an ink stick for delivery of the stick to an ink melter.
As used herein, an ink melter may be configured as a
plate or other suitable shape for melting solid ink sticks.
[0018] As shown in FIG. 3, the belts may be driven by
a pair or series of pulleys 248. A biaser 276 may be cou-
pled to exert a force on the surface of one or more upper
pulleys 248 to enhance the gripping function between
the upper and lower belts. As shown in FIG. 3, the biaser
is a spring, although other biasing members may be used
to urge the upper belt towards the lower belt such that
an ink stick between them is "clamped." Biasers mounted
against pulleys or belts that are closer to the ink stick
loader mechanism may be configured to exert a weaker
biasing force than those closer to the melt end 270. This
strength differential helps ensure that an ink stick enters
the clamping area of the ink stick feeder mechanism. Of
course, other gripping structures may be incorporated in
the upper and lower belts or their pulleys to help ensure
that the ink sticks are secured within the ink stick feeder
mechanism for the delivery of solid ink sticks to an ink

stick melter. A gripper is structure that is sized to engage
one or more surfaces of an ink stick and maintain pres-
sure on the ink stick to drive it towards and into an ink
melter with sufficient feed force to ensure that the ink
stick continues to feed into the melter as the stick melts.
The exemplary gripper shown in FIG. 3 engages the top
and the bottom surface of an ink stick, although the belts
may be biased inwardly from the left and the right, in
another embodiment, to engage two lateral surfaces of
an ink stick. Other structure having protuberances, in-
dentations, or tensioned surfaces, such as the biased
belts, may be used to grip one or more ink sticks and
drive them towards and into an ink stick melter.
[0019] In an embodiment in which belts are used as
the moving drive, a pulley and/or belt guide generates a
corner load on specially configured ink sticks so the feed
force is not strictly across the stick in a lateral direction
nor is it strictly across the stick in a vertical direction from
the top to the bottom of the stick. Instead, the specially
configured ink sticks generate a feed force that is a vector
between the strictly lateral force and the strictly vertical
force. The added advantage of using an ink stick config-
uration that results in such a vector force is reliable es-
tablishment of positive constraint of the ink stick in a spe-
cific feed path and the generation of a grip force that
positively feeds the ink stick into the ink melter.
[0020] The belt drive ink loader ink stick configuration
may include one or more keys that run in the longitudinal
direction, which is parallel to the insertion and feed di-
rections. The keys help ensure that only ink sticks having
the appropriate color or other ink stick attributes are ad-
mitted to an ink stick channel. An ink stick having such
a configuration may have four sides, such as the more
conventional rectilinear shapes, or it may be five, six, or
some other number of sides, provided the belt support
and gripping structure are incorporated so at least one
pair of opposing drive engagement structures are located
at corners of the stick.
[0021] One ink stick configuration is shown in FIG. 5.
The ink stick 500 has, for example, an engagement struc-
ture 504 that is complementary to, but independent of,
an adjacent key 508. The drive engagement structure is
independent in the sense that it does not perform or par-
ticipate in the stick identification function performed by
the key. A griping force at engagement structures 510,
514 may be generated in the directions 516, 518, respec-
tively, as shown in the figure. The pulleys 524, 528 that
urge the belts 530 and 534, respectively, towards the ink
stick 500 may be oriented horizontally, as shown in the
figure, vertically, or at some angle between the those two
orientations. An exemplary insertion and feed direction
for the ink stick 500 is shown in FIG. 6. FIG. 7 depicts a
five-sided ink stick configuration 550. The engagement
structures 554, 558, 560, and 564 interact with driving
belts or members 568, 570, 574, and 578, respectively,
to generate gripping forces for transporting the ink stick.
As depicted in these figures of a special ink stick body
configuration, a solid ink stick body has a longitudinal
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length extending in a longitudinal direction, which corre-
sponds to the insertion and feed direction of FIG. 6. At
least one key is on at least one side of the solid ink stick
body that extends parallel to the longitudinal direction of
the ink stick body. A first drive engagement structure is
positioned proximate a first corner on a first side of the
ink stick body, and a second drive engagement structure
is positioned proximate a second corner on a second
side of the ink stick body that is opposed to the first side.
The first and the second drive engagement structures
are generally parallel to one another and extend substan-
tially along the longitudinal length of the ink stick body.
Additionally, the first and the second drive engagement
structures are independent of the key. Also, the front and
the back ends of the ink stick body are substantially par-
allel to one another as well as being substantially per-
pendicular to the drive engagement structures.
[0022] The upper and lower belts 240 and 244 (FIG.
3) are driven by a configuration of pulleys 248 and gears
256 that are coupled to a motor (not shown) by a drive
chain 268, a drive sprocket 260, and a controlled slip
coupling 260. The upper pulleys 248 and the lower pul-
leys 248 are coupled to one another by a series of posts
252. An upper pulley, lower pulley, and post may be
formed as an integral unit. In another embodiment, an
upper pulley and a lower pulley may have a truncated
post extending from the pulley. The outboard end of one
shaft may be circumferentially reduced to fit within an
opening in the truncated shaft of the pulley. A collar on
the circumferentially reduced post stops the post from
passing into the other post at some predefined distance.
This pulley arrangement includes a biaser mounted prox-
imate the pulley having the circumferentially reduced
post to resist displacement of the pulley should an ink
stick push against the pulley. Continuing with the descrip-
tion of the driver for the feeder mechanism, the lower
pulleys 248 are coupled by shafts (not shown) to gears
256. The gears 256 are coupled to a drive sprocket 260
through controlled slip coupling 264. The sprocket 260
is coupled by a drive chain 268 to a motor (not shown).
The controlled slip coupling enables the feed belts to be
driven a bit faster than the ink stick as it melts. This dif-
ferential movement helps ensure consistent contact and
force of the stick against the melter. As the first stick to
contact the melter diminishes in length, the stick(s) fol-
lowing behind the melting stick pushes the diminishing
stick completely into the melter. Thus, the drive compo-
nents may be spaced away from the melter to reduce
adverse effects caused by heat in the vicinity of the melt-
er.
[0023] In response to actuation of the motor, the drive
chain 268 is rotated. The resulting rotation of the drive
sprocket 260 is coupled through the slip coupling 264 to
the gears 256. Provided the slip coupling passes the ro-
tation through to the gears 256, the lower pulleys 248
rotate and the upper pulleys 248 rotate through the cou-
pling of the upper pulleys to the lower pulleys by the posts
252. The rotation of the pulleys 248 causes the lower belt

244 and the upper belt 240 to rotate. The rotation of the
belts 244 and 240 urge an ink stick between the belts to
move towards the melting end 270 of the feeder mech-
anism 218. The gripping action between the belts 240
and 244 helps to hold an ink stick in engagement with an
ink melter as the feeder drive urges the ink stick forward.
[0024] As shown in FIG. 3, another configuration of an
upper belt and a lower belt driven by a plurality of pulleys
is located from the first described configuration by a dis-
tance that corresponds to the width of the ink stick 228.
Thus, the embodiment of the ink stick feeder mechanism
218 shown in FIG. 3 locates two configurations of upper
and lower belts for transporting an ink stick to an ink melt-
er near the lateral sides of the ink sticks. Thus, the lower
belts of the feeder mechanism shown in the figure are
generally aligned with the moving belts 220 of the loader
mechanism. In another embodiment, however, a central-
ly located ink stick feeder mechanism may receive ink
sticks from an ink stick loader mechanism that has spa-
tially separated moving belts 20, as shown in FIG. 3. Like-
wise, in another embodiment, an ink stick loader mech-
anism may use a centrally located belt to delivery ink
sticks to an ink stick feeder mechanism having two upper
and lower belt configurations that are separated from one
another by a distance corresponding to the width of an
ink stick. Of course, other configurations and arrange-
ments are possible.
[0025] An ink stick delivery system, such as the one
shown in FIG. 3, may be provided for each color of ink
stick used in a phase change ink printer. A common drive
system may be used to drive all of the delivery systems
simultaneously, even if only one channel is actually melt-
ing and feeding ink to the image generating device. This
advantage is obtained through the controlled slip cou-
pling 264.
[0026] One configuration of gears, drive chain, and
sprocket is depicted in FIG. 4. As already described, ac-
tuation of a motor enables the drive chain 268 to rotate
the sprocket 260. A shaft 278 extending upwardly from
the sprocket also rotates with the sprocket 260. The shaft
278 is coupled to one of the pulleys 224 in the ink stick
loader mechanism to drive the moving belt 220. Addition-
ally, the rotation of the sprocket 260 causes the teeth of
the sprocket to engage the controlled slip coupling 264.
The controlled slip coupling 264 is designed to impart
torque transmission to the ink stick feeder mechanism
218 in balance with the amount of force allocated to that
function by motor sizing. In one embodiment, the limited
slip coupling is implemented with a viscous coupling. The
specifics of torque, motor size, belt clamping force,
torque transmission through the coupling, belt speed,
motor drive gear ratio, and the like are dependent on the
geometry of the ink delivery system and the desired ca-
pacity of the system. Selection of the appropriate com-
ponents and operational parameters to implement such
a configuration would be within the skill of an ordinary
artisan.
[0027] Use of a limited slip coupling enables only one
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drive motor to be used for all of the ink delivery systems.
Multiple motors, however, may be used to drive the de-
livery systems independently, if, for example, bi-direc-
tional movement was desired in one ink stick loader
mechanism. The motor may be actuated in response to
one or more of the ink melters being energized or an
insertion area of an ink loader mechanism being ac-
cessed. A shaft, chain, series of gears, or other suitable
drive components, may be arranged to couple the motor
to the pulleys of the ink stick loader mechanisms in the
image generating device. These pulleys operate the
moving belts of the ink loaders to move ink sticks through
the ink loader until they encounter another stick in the
loader mechanism or egress the loader and enter the ink
feeder mechanism. The ink feeder mechanism clamps
the ink sticks and moves them towards the ink melter as
a melted layer of ink at the ink stick/melter interface forms
and the limited slip coupling urges the gear drive to rotate
the pulleys 248 and urge the ink sticks in the ink stick
feeder mechanism forward. Thus, the ink feeder mech-
anism selectively pushes the ink sticks into engagement
with the melter.
[0028] Loading, supporting, and feeding ink sticks
placed on the belt drives of the ink loaders and the ink
feeders provides a number of advantages. The contact
area between an ink stick and the portion of a belt under
an ink stick is small. As the belt material compresses
and/or stretches, it changes in width or diameter, and
moves slightly, both vertically and laterally, as it carries
ink sticks. All of these factors reduce the likelihood that
the ink sticks bond to the belt as may occur when ink
sticks are pushed over rigid, motionless surfaces. Addi-
tionally, open areas underneath the ink sticks enable de-
bris from the sticks to fall out of the travel path of the ink
sticks. The ink delivery system described herein may be
used to deliver ink sticks to a melting chamber that gen-
erates a positive pressure against the molten material
ahead of the solidified portion of the ink to force or pump
the melted ink to a print head. Because such an ink melter
is not required to incorporate a drip reservoir, the arrange-
ment of the ink delivery system components is more flex-
ible. Additionally, a phase change ink printer incorporat-
ing an ink delivery system as described herein may be
constructed with a front end ink loader rather than the
rear loader having a front drip reservoir aligned with the
rear loader as previously known.

Claims

1. A solid ink delivery system (200) comprising:

a solid ink stick loader having a moving support
(220) adapted to transport a solid ink stick (228)
from a loading area along a first direction; and
a solid ink stick feeder (218) having a moving
gripper for engaging the solid ink stick (228) re-
ceived from the solid ink stick moving support

(220) and for delivering the solid ink stick to an
ink melter,

characterized in that

the moving gripper is adapted to transport the
ink stick (228) in the first direction.

2. The solid ink delivery system of claim 1, the moving
support (220) further comprising:

a moving belt that supports a bottom area of the
ink stick being transported from the loading area.

3. The solid ink delivery system of claim 1, the moving
support (220) further comprising:

a first moving belt; and
a second moving belt.

4. The solid ink delivery system of claim 3, the first and
the second moving belts being located proximate a
bottom area of the ink stick being transported to the
ink melter.

5. The solid ink delivery system of claim 1, the moving
support (220) of the solid ink stick loader moving at
a different speed than the moving gripper of the solid
ink stick feeder (218).

6. The solid ink delivery system of claim 5, the moving
support (220) moving faster than the moving gripper.

7. The solid ink delivery system of claim 1, whereby the
moving gripper comprises:

an upper moving belt (534); and
a lower moving belt (510) arranged parallel to
the upper moving belt, wherein the solid ink stick
being gripped between the upper and the lower
moving belts.

8. The solid ink delivery system of claim 7, the moving
gripper further comprising:

a biaser for biasing one of the upper moving belt
and the lower moving belt towards the other
moving belt.

9. A phase change ink printer comprising:

a melt plate being operable to melt a solid ink
stick coming into contact with the melt plate;
a solid ink delivery system according to any of
claims 1 to 8, and

a solid ink stick (500) comprising:

9 10 
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a solid ink stick body having a longitudinal length
extending in a longitudinal direction;
at least one key (508) on at least one side of the
solid ink stick body that extends parallel to the
longitudinal direction of the ink stick body;
a first drive engagement structure (504) posi-
tioned proximate a first corner on a first side of
the ink stick body; and
a second drive engagement structure (510) po-
sitioned proximate a second corner on a second
side of the ink stick body that is opposed to the
first side, the first and the second drive engage-
ment structures (510, 504) being parallel to one
another and extending along the longitudinal
length of the ink stick body and the first and the
second drive engagement structures (510, 504)
being independent of the key (508), wherein
the longitudinal direction is parallel to the first
direction.

Patentansprüche

1. System (200) zum Zuführen von Festtinte, umfas-
send:

eine Ladeeinrichtung für einen Festtintenstift mit
einer beweglichen Lagerung (220), die dazu ein-
gerichtet ist, einen Festtintenstift (228) von ei-
nem Beladebereich in einer ersten Richtung zu
transportieren; und
eine Zufuhreinrichtung (218) für einen Festtin-
tenstift mit einem beweglichen Greifer zum Grei-
fen des Festtintenstifts (228), der von der be-
weglichen Lagerung (220) des Festtintenstifts
aufgenommen wird, und zum Zuführen des
Festtintenstifts zu einem Tintenschmelzer,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der bewegliche Greifer dazu eingerichtet ist, den
Tintenstift (228) in der ersten Richtung zu trans-
portieren.

2. System zum Zuführen von Festtinte nach Anspruch
1, wobei die bewegliche Lagerung (220) des Weite-
ren umfasst:

einen beweglichen Riemen, der einen Boden-
bereich des Tintenstifts stützt, der aus dem Be-
ladebereich transportiert wird.

3. System zum Zuführen von Festtinte nach Anspruch
1, wobei die bewegliche Lagerung (220) des Weite-
ren umfasst:

einen ersten beweglichen Riemen; und
einen zweiten beweglichen Riemen.

4. System zum Zuführen von Festtinte nach Anspruch

3, wobei sich der erste und der zweite bewegliche
Riemen nahe einem Bodenbereich des Tintenstifts
befinden, der zu dem Tintenschmelzer transportiert
wird.

5. System zum Zuführen von Festtinte nach Anspruch
1, wobei sich die bewegliche Lagerung (220) der La-
deeinrichtung für den Festtintenstift auf einer ande-
ren Geschwindigkeit als der bewegliche Greifer der
Zufuhreinrichtung (218) für den Festtintenstift be-
wegt.

6. System zum Zuführen von Festtinte nach Anspruch
5, wobei sich die bewegliche Lagerung (220) schnel-
ler als der bewegliche Greifer bewegt.

7. System zum Zuführen von Festtinte nach Anspruch
1, wobei der bewegliche Greifer umfasst:

einen oberen beweglichen Riemen (534); und
einen unteren beweglichen Riemen (510), der
parallel zu dem oberen beweglichen Riemen an-
geordnet ist, wobei der Festtintenstift zwischen
dem oberen und dem unteren beweglichen Rie-
men gegriffen wird.

8. System zum Zuführen von Festtinte nach Anspruch
7, wobei der bewegliche Greifer des Weiteren um-
fasst:

einen Vorspanner zum Vorspannen von einem
aus dem oberen beweglichen Riemen und dem
unteren beweglichen Riemen in Richtung des
anderen beweglichen Riemens.

9. Phasenänderungs-Tintenstrahldrucker, umfas-
send:

eine Schmelzplatte, die in Funktion einen Fest-
tintenstift schmelzen kann, der mit der Schmelz-
platte in Kontakt kommt;
ein System zum Zuführen von Festtinte nach
einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8; und
einen Festtintenstift (500), umfassend:

einen Festtintenstiftkörper mit einer längs
verlaufenden Länge, die sich in einer
Längsrichtung erstreckt;
mindestens eine Führungsnase (508) auf
mindestens einer Seite des Festtintenstift-
körpers, die sich parallel zu der Längsrich-
tung des Tintenstiftkörpers erstreckt;
eine erste Antriebseingriffsstruktur (504),
die nahe einer ersten Ecke auf einer ersten
Seite des Tintenstiftkörpers positioniert ist;
und
eine zweite Antriebseingriffsstruktur (510),
die nahe einer zweiten Ecke auf einer zwei-
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ten Seite des Tintenstiftkörpers positioniert
ist, die sich gegenüber der ersten Seite be-
findet, wobei die erste und zweite Antriebs-
eingriffsstruktur (508, 504) parallel zueinan-
der angeordnet sind und sich entlang der
längs verlaufenden Länge des Tintenstift-
körpers erstrecken und wobei die erste und
zweite Antriebseingriffsstruktur (508, 504)
von der Führungsnase (508) unabhängig
sind,
wobei die Längsrichtung parallel zu der ers-
ten Richtung verläuft.

Revendications

1. Système de distribution d’encre solide (200)
comprenant :

un dispositif de chargement de bâton d’encre
solide ayant un support mobile (220) adapté
pour transporter un bâton d’encre solide (228)
à partir d’une zone de chargement le long d’une
première direction ; et
un dispositif d’alimentation de bâton d’encre so-
lide (218) ayant un dispositif de préhension mo-
bile pour mettre en prise le bâton d’encre solide
(228) reçu du support mobile de bâton d’encre
solide (220) et pour distribuer le bâton d’encre
solide à un dispositif de fusion d’encre,
caractérisé en ce que :

le dispositif de préhension mobile est adap-
té pour transporter le bâton d’encre (228)
dans la première direction.

2. Système de distribution d’encre solide selon la re-
vendication 1, le support mobile (220) comprenant
en outre :

une courroie mobile qui supporte une zone in-
férieure du bâton d’encre qui est transporté à
partir de la zone de chargement.

3. Système de distribution d’encre solide selon la re-
vendication 1, le support mobile (220) comprenant
en outre :

une première courroie mobile ; et
une seconde courroie mobile.

4. Système de distribution d’encre solide selon la re-
vendication 3, la première et la seconde courroie mo-
bile étant positionnées à proximité d’une zone infé-
rieure du bâton d’encre qui est transporté vers le
dispositif de fusion d’encre.

5. Système de distribution d’encre solide selon la re-

vendication 1, le support mobile (220) du dispositif
de chargement de bâton d’encre solide se déplaçant
à une vitesse différente du dispositif de préhension
mobile du dispositif d’alimentation de bâton d’encre
solide (218).

6. Système de distribution d’encre solide selon la re-
vendication 5, le support mobile (220) se déplaçant
plus vite que le dispositif de préhension mobile.

7. Système de distribution d’encre solide selon la re-
vendication 1, moyennant quoi le dispositif de pré-
hension mobile comprend :

une courroie mobile supérieure (534) ; et
une courroie mobile inférieure (510) agencée
parallèlement à la courroie mobile supérieure,
dans lequel le bâton d’encre solide est saisi en-
tre les courroies mobiles supérieure et inférieu-
re.

8. Système de distribution d’encre solide selon la re-
vendication 7, le dispositif de préhension mobile
comprenant en outre :

un dispositif de sollicitation pour solliciter l’une
parmi la courroie mobile supérieure et la cour-
roie mobile inférieure vers l’autre courroie mo-
bile.

9. Imprimante à encre à changement de phase
comprenant :

une plaque de fusion qui peut être actionnée
pour faire fondre un bâton d’encre solide venant
en contact avec la plaque de fusion ;
un système de distribution d’encre solide selon
l’une quelconque des revendication 1 à 8 ; et
un bâton d’encre solide (500) comprenant :

un corps de bâton d’encre solide ayant une
longueur longitudinale s’étendant dans une
direction longitudinale ;
au moins une clavette (508) sur au moins
un côté du corps de bâton d’encre solide
qui s’étend parallèlement à la direction lon-
gitudinale du corps de bâton d’encre ;
une première structure de mise en prise
d’entraînement (504) positionnée à proxi-
mité d’un premier coin sur un premier côté
du corps de bâton d’encre ; et
une seconde structure de mise en prise
d’entraînement (510) positionnée à proxi-
mité d’un second coin sur un second côté
du corps de bâton d’ encre qui est disposé
sur le premier côté, la première et la secon-
de structure de mise en prise d’entraîne-
ment (508, 504) étant parallèles entre elles
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et s’étendant le long de la longueur longitu-
dinale du corps de bâton d’encre et la pre-
mière et la seconde structure de mise en
prise d’entraînement (508, 504) étant indé-
pendantes de la clavette (508), dans
laquelle :

la direction longitudinale est parallèle à
la première direction.
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